
we-vote:

Worldwide people are protesting because they want their power back.

We want to hack the power-structures of the crisis-ridden status quo.

We’re creating an online-voting-tool that empowers people to make decision-making more open, participative and 
collaborative.

we-vote is an Website/App for collaborative decision-making.
we-vote is a platform that empowers people to establish a democratic culture in every aspect of their lifes. It’s about 
participative brainstorming, consensus decision-making and taking common action.
It gives power to the people to participate in issues that affect them.
With we-vote, people can democratize their communities on their own.
No matter the group-decisions, in our neighborhoods, businesses, universities or politics- we can participate! We’re 
opening up shuttered decision-making-structures.

People will have great opportunities to express their own ideas by loading up files like visualizations or videos in form of 
wikis. In this way we can use the creativity and knowledge of all. By using the brainpower of many, the wisdom of the 
clowd arises.

Use cases:

This tool can be used for all kinds of group decisions.
May they be at universities, businesses, neighborhoods or politics. Examples:
-How to spend communities budget?
-How to design public places?
-How to design universities campuses?
-What should our professor teach us?
-Where are we going to have our next trip?
-What features should have our next product?
-What rules do we need for living together harmonically



Cycle:

1. Proposal                      - A person starts a proposal to have a group decision about a certain issue.
2. Draft                            - Supporters create a Draft. Concreting the proposal. Tagging it with keywords.
3. Constitutional check    -A sample of people give the Draft free if it’s (cyber-) constitutional. 
4. Invitation                      -People get an invitation to vote. A Dashboard shows the important infos.
5. Brainstorming              -People can contribute their own ideas by loading up wikis.
6. Voting                          -People vote by ranking the wikis (Schulze Method)
7. Results                         -People see the voting-results and further data-visualizations.
8. Consensus                   -People edit their wikis in order to read consensus.
9. Implementation             -People fulfill the action-plan of the consensus-wiki
10. Re-editing                   -Things change with the time. The cycle begins again.

Infrastructure:

We use the peer-to-peer and open-source-Infrastructure of Bitcoins to create a system that ...

-is distributed and therefore less prone to authoritarianism and manipulations
-is not owned by anyone
-can’t be shutdown (by governments)
-is fully transparent
-doesn’t cause us costs of maintenance
-is totally run by the people

online voting:

We change the Bitcoin-protocol in a way that we don’t save payment-transactions but voting-transactions in the 
Blockchain. This is a really elegant way to use the very sophisticated state-of-the-art Bitcoin-technology.
It’s really hard to manipulate the system as at least 50 percent of all the Peer-to-Peer-Servers must be manipulated to 
influence the voting-result, which is not possible because the Blockchain provides the accountability to recognize 
inconsistencies. This system also prevents multiple-voting. Synonyms guarantee anonymity of vote.
We use the Schulze-method as the voting-algorithm



Programing languages:

Website:                                                          Server:
HTML + CSS + Javascript                               Phyton

Other:

-Mashup out of Bitcoins and wikis

-We’ll run a kickstarter-campaign (fiscal sponsor: EmpowermentWorks. February 1th. Tax refund, government shutdown)

-We use Github so that even the coding-process is participative, transparent and collaborative.

-votamos


